
The quick - and intuitive - first reactions. Kids were 
asked to put a green post it on what they liked and 
a red (cyan) one on what they disliked. No explana-
tions needed as a starting point

#1

#3

#2

#1 - The big south facing window. View to the trees.

#2 - Mezzanine for sleepng as an offshoot out of the 
building - Risk of hurting your head

#3 - The boring closet in the bedroom

Title: Kids explorations I
Time: May 2019
Who: JB & NG and kids from Youthclub Sølyst
Tags: Exploration, Kids, 

Site: CRIR house 



Second exploration with kids using instant photos 
and adding words to them

#1

#3 #2

#1 - The stairs - Cool - no edges and a bit danger-
ous. Good with stones as material. Looks good - 
difficult to build. 
It is OK that the handrail is missing?

#2 - The mural - cool mural - many colours

#3 - Mezzanine - Close the door. Private. A cave 
overground. Cosy!

Title: Kids explorations II
Time: May 2019
Who: JB & NG and kids from Youthclub Sølyst
Tags: Exploration, Kids, 

Site: CRIR house 



Drawing session with kids. After having explored 
the existing CRIR house we had a day of drawing 
ideas for a new CRIR house. See more detailed 
drawing.

The existing house with the colours of the mural  
on the base that houses the heating central

Lots of windows and terasses. A lamp on the 
house and 

A house inspired by the Sims game. See more 
detailed drawing

Title: CRIR kids workshop drawings
Time: May 2019 
Who: Anker, Johan, Sofus, Leo
Tags: Kids, ideas, workshop

Site: Sølyst Youthclub 



Title: CRIR kids workshop drawing details
Time: May 2019 
Who: Anker and Johan
Tags: Kids, ideas, workshop

Site: Sølyst Youthclub 

Sit in peace

Drawing table

One can be on the roof

Ladder to the roof

Kitchen

Garden

Window where you can look at the sky

Roof goes up to new floor level

Bedroom with a good view

Livingroom

House made of wood

Idea from Sims game

Sofa

Pool

Anker

Johan



After the drawing session the kids worked with 
cardboard and build their version af a new CRIR 
house. Often these model houses were used for a 
quick inhabitation.

A “completely normal house” where a tower is for 
a bedroom with both peace and a view. Next to the 
tower is a space for a pet. The design have been 
decided along the way and perhaps quite close to 
the offshoot style of Christiania houses in general.

A series of houses that forms a small town.

The new CRIR house is bigger but keeps the 
terasse and the mezzanine (a cave for sleeping 
where you can pop your head out of the window) 
The model was build on a small wall to take the 
height difference into account: A firefighters pole 
inside a tower next to the house.

Title: CRIR kids workshop Building
Time: June 2019 
Who: Kids from Sølyst Youthclub
Tags: Kids, ideas, buildling, workshop

Site: Sølyst Youthclub 


